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1. FRAME THE 
DOMAIN 

What do you want 
to explore? By 

when?

2. SCAN FOR 
FORCES, TRENDS

Whom will you invite 
to help you scan? 

What will your scan 
include?

3A. FORECAST 
SCENARIOS

What are the 
plausible futures 
for your domain?

3B. IDENTIFY 
CROSSOVER 

ISSUES

What issues are 
common among 

scenarios?

4. ENVISION THE 
FUTURE

What does success 
look like for your 

domain?

5. BACKCAST

What milestones 
must you complete to 

achieve your 
preferred future?

6. IMPLEMENT

What must you 
start now to 
secure your 

domain’s future?

STEPS IN THE 
FORESIGHT 
PROCESS

Adapted from AGRiP’s “Framing the 
Future: A Guide to Strategic Foresight”



VISIONARY
Zone of High Aspiration

EXPECTABLE
Zone of Conventional Expectations

CHALLENGING
Zone of Growing Desperation

NOW

MORE CERTAIN LESS CERTAIN

Concept from: Institute for 
Alternative Futures



SENSE-MAKING QUESTIONS

• What do we know?

• What don’t we know?

• What plausible futures are there for us? 

• What can we do to improve our future zone?

• What “tripwires” would alert us to a more 
challenging future? 

Use a two-track approach 
to consider sense-making 
questions for both pool 
members and pools 
themselves.



What do we know?



• Social justice protests are taking place in 
several member jurisdictions

• Member governing bodies are divided on 
social justice and police reform issues

• No (or very few) claims have resulted 
from protests

• Most police chiefs support reform efforts 
for termination and decertification of “bad 
apple” officers

• Most police chiefs support working more 
closely with mental health professionals

• Some schools have posted positions on 
social justice and racism

• Some schools are calling for changed 
practices among local law enforcement 

• Public entity budgets will be significantly 
impacted for 2021 and beyond

• Younger generations feel strongly about 
social justice issues

• Information can be shared instantly and is 
often unfiltered and unverified

• Some pools have bound 2020–21 
reinsurance/excess coverage (property, 
liability, work comp) with minimal 
disruption; others are struggling

• Many pools have competent, dedicated 
staff in place to support member needs

WHAT DO WE KNOW?



What don’t we know?



• Whether public entities can meet high 
expectations for societal change given 
acute financial stress

• Whether there will be increased unrest 
and violence

• How much pandemic stress and current 
social issues are intertwined

• How solutions might create new risks 
(e.g., mental health professionals on police 
calls)

• Long-term impacts of distance learning 
(and social distancing in general)

• How long until we have a COVID-19 
vaccine

• Impact of the current environment on 
trust in local public entities

• The depth and breadth of financial 
shortfalls public entities will face

• Legislative impact on budgets, COVID-19 
presumptions, qualified immunity

• Impact of pandemic losses on pools’ net 
positions

• Impact and stress of the current 
environment on pool staff and governing 
body members

WHAT DON’T WE KNOW?



What plausible futures 
are there for us?
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CONVENTIONAL EXPECTATIONS

• Public entity budgets are moderately 
impacted for three to five years

• Some public entities embrace social 
justice reform while others reject it  
(urban/rural split)

• Public trust in local government and 
schools remains relatively steady

• Pools provide thought leadership, 
consulting, training and education to 
help members make changes

• Pools help members develop and 
implement diversity and inclusion 
programs

• Pools are seen by members as vital 
partners in navigating current 
challenges

• The reinsurance market is challenging 
in the near term



HIGH ASPIRATION

• Public entity budgets are moderately 
impacted for one to two years

• Public entities embrace police reform 
and transition to use of mental health 
personnel, reducing tragic events and 
resultant claims

• Schools increase capacity for cultural 
awareness and responsiveness

• Public trust in local public entities 
increases as meaningful social change 
occurs

• Local leaders realize risk management 
must come from the top

• Members fully embrace ERM concepts

• Members fully engage with pool 
resources and bring decision-makers 
to the table

• Social mission of public service (and 
pooling) attracts new job candidates

• There’s greater investment of public 
resources into mental health and 
substance abuse prevention



GROWING DESPERATION

• Public entity budgets are severely 
impacted for six or more years

• Public entities fail to meet 
expectations about social change

• Trust in local leaders significantly 
erodes

• Transfer of responsibility from law 
enforcement to mental health 
personnel is a disaster

• School reopening plans fail, distance 
learning is ineffective, and student 
mental health is dramatically 
impacted

• Racial disparities are magnified due to 
continued economic stressors

• Acute financial distress sends public 
entity buyers to the cheapest short-
term coverage alternative 

• Pools experience adverse selection 
due to a volatile loss market

• Divisiveness does not allow 
compromise solutions; pools are 
forced to take sides

• Public entities miss the opportunity to 
engage in systemic changes for the 
better



What can we do to 
improve our future zone?
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• Provide thought leadership on 
emerging issues

• Get started early on data to help with 
upcoming reinsurance placements

• Evaluate taking higher retentions 
and/or use net position to offset rate 
increases for members

• Ensure staff working virtually stay 
fully engaged and healthy (including 
mental health)

• Maintain focus on risk management, 
even under budgetary pressures

• Proactively establish messaging 
themes around pricing philosophy

• Follow local tax impacts – not all 
members will be impacted the same

• Listen and build relationships with 
member decision-makers/influencers

• Look inward at processes that could 
create bias or inequity

HOW TO IMPROVE FUTURE ZONE



What “tripwires” would
alert us to a more challenging future? 



• Increased unrest and violence, 
especially in unexpected places

• Greater infighting among public 
entity governing body members

• Deepening divide between urban 
and rural communities around 
school reopening, police reform, etc. 

• Reinsurer downgrades

• Traditional insurers deem police as 
ethically undesirable (like coal)

TRIPWIRES

• Member decisions to increase risk 
because of fiscal constraints (e.g., 
deferred maintenance, reduced 
training)

• Legislative actions (especially erosion 
of tort caps and immunities)

• Higher than normal turnover among 
public entity staff

• Members no longer take advice due to 
entrenched beliefs

• Evidence of pool staff burning out
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